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Micro air vehicles (MAV’s) and small unmanned aerial vehicles (SUAV) are remotely 

piloted or autonomous aircraft with a take-off mass range between 50 g and few 

kilograms. These vehicles, as well as natural fliers such as bats and insects, utilize a 

variety of elastic wing structures including thin membranes. Over 1,000 bat species 

worldwide utilize membranes for flight surfaces. Several current wings on MAVs 

and SUAVs are fabricated with pliant isotropic materials, such as latex or silicone 

membranes, stretched over a semi-rigid frame or battens.  

Stiffness properties of anisotropic bat membranes vary by region within the wing, 

which could give the animal overall improved flight characteristics. By developing 

an artificial wing-membrane design characterized by anisotropic properties, 

researchers will provide a method of advancing synthetic aerial vehicles toward the 

flight capabilities of natural filers. During the development process, the membrane’s 

non-isotropic properties are achieved through specific material selection, fiber ratio 

and fiber pretension in a Spandex-fiber reinforced silicone-matrix.  

A custom and practical manufacturing process was developed to produce 

membranes with the required characteristics. Wet layup fiber composite and casting 

techniques, applied to the selected materials, resulted in a non-isotropic elastic 

membrane with the desired mechanical characteristics. Theoretical models, 

 



 

validated with tensile tests, allow for general stiffness property estimation for a 

given formulation of the new composite membrane. Static pressure differential and 

wind tunnel tests successfully demonstrated the desired correlation between 

membrane composition and elastic response to loading conditions. Further 

development of the manufacturing process for Spandex reinforced silicone 

membranes will provide positive results as a future MAV wing-membrane material. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Micro air vehicles (MAV), as illustrated in Figure 1-1, were defined by the Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) as aircraft with a wingspan less than 

15 cm [1]. Aircraft can be utilized for a variety of missions, carrying payload for 

surveillance and sensing at a low operational cost. Small Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

(SUAV) are loosely defined as small enough to be man portable and are 

characterized by various levels of autonomy.  

Several current wings on MAVs are fabricated with pliant isotropic materials such as 

latex or silicone membranes stretched over a semi-rigid frame or battens. Natural 

fliers are a typical source of vehicle design, yet natural wing membranes are 

generally anisotropic. The maximum strain direction is along the trailing edge and 

greatest stiffness is chord-wise along the wing bones [2].  By developing an artificial 

wing-membrane design characterized by anisotropic properties, researchers will 

provide a method of advancing synthetic aerial vehicles toward the flight 

capabilities of natural filers. 

 

 
Figure 1-1 Micro air vehicle from Dr. Peter Ifju’s MAV lab at University of Florida in 
Gainesville, FL. [3] 
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A four step approach was implemented to develop an anisotropic membrane.  

1) A study on existing MAV wing materials, natural flier’s wing membranes, and 

potential constituant materials for an artificial composite membrane was 

conducted. 

2) A non-isotropic membrane manufacturing process was developed that is 

capable of producing composite elastic membranes within the stiffness range 

of existing synthetic wing membranes. 

3) Theoretical models and experimental validations of the manufactured 

membrane samples allowed for prediction and characterization of the 

membrane’s elastic response. 

4) Static pressure tests and wind tunnel tests were conducted to compare 

anisotropic membranes with isotropic membranes currently used in MAV 

research. 

Chapter 2 will document the initial study of applicable existing work within the 

field. Areas of focus within the literature review will be bio-inspiration for wing 

membranes, existing artificial wing membranes, and non-isotropic materials with a 

similar stiffnes to existing wing membranes.  

Manufacturing methods, material selection, and experimental methods will be 

documented in chapter 3. Details of the membrane manufacturing process including 

material selection, a basic introduction to fiber composite manufacturing 

techniques, and a specific manufacturing plan for elastic composite membranes will 

be covered. Experimental elastic deformation from tensile, static pressure, and wind 

tunnel tests was collected and processed using digital image correlation (DIC). 

Methods for sample preparation, data collection, and data processing are addressed 

within chapter 3.  

Results of the manufacturing process, including successful and unsuccessful 

methods, will be described in the beginning of chapter 4. This chapter shows 

manufacturing problems and solutions with the intent to aid researchers in future 
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work with composite membranes and prevent repeated failed manufacturing 

attempts.  

Results of tensile testing, static pressure testing, and wind tunnel testing will be 

presented in the remaining sections of chapter 4. Experimental tensile data is 

compared to theoretical models and assumptions made within the models are 

reevaluated. Static differential pressure and wind tunnel tests are used to compare 

two composite membranes with different fiber ratios to the non-isotropic silicone 

control sample.  Chapter 5 will offer conclusions from the project and suggest future 

work on composite pliant membranes.   
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2. Background and Literature Review 

As MAVs are developed to fulfill an expanding array of mission requirements, new 

materials must be developed to improve their performance capabilities. Design 

improvements can be inspired from natural fliers such as bats, insects, and birds 

whose morphological features have been replicated in various MAV designs.  This 

chapter will present existing research on a new bio-inspired wing membrane 

material with emphasis placed on existing studies regarding the biology of bat 

wings, artificial wing materials previously studied, and non-isotropic pliant 

membranes with characteristics applicable to MAV wings.  

Current membrane wings are manufactured with isotropic membranes of either 

silicone or latex stretched over a perimeter frame or array of flexible battens for 

structural support, similar to the bat wings in Figure 2-1. Studies of bat wing 

membranes by Swartz concluded that orientation and region within the wing, along 

with the specific species of bat, affected the wing properties. These properties 

include cross sectional area, stiffness, strength, and extensibility [2]. Developing 

new membranes with variable anisotropy index (defined as E1/E2) and stiffness 

will allow researchers to closer mimic the mechanical characteristics of natural 

wing membranes.  

 

 
Figure 2-1 Bat wing structure [4] 
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2.1. Bio-Inspiration for Membrane Wings 

Natural fliers are a diverse group of animals, with over 500,000 species of flying 

insects, 10,000 species of birds, and 1,000 species of bats [5]. These taxa provide a 

diverse field of successful configurations to study for inspiration in synthetic wing 

designs. Wing morphing by each of these three groups above was examined during 

flight, resulting in a summary of his descriptions for insects, bats, and birds given in 

Table 2-1.  

Table 2-1 Actuation and Structure of natural fliers [6] 

 Actuation Structure 

Insect Wing root, passive wing Flexible structure 

Bird Muscularized skeleton Numerous flexible elements attached to a 

skeleton 

Bat Muscularized membrane, 

Skeleton actuated within thorax 

Elastic membrane connected to a 

skeleton 

 

Insect membrane wings have been studied extensively with respect to the wing 

geometry, tip trajectory, and material composition and mechanics. Unlike bat wing 

membranes, insect wings are made of cuticle, a layered structure of chitin 

nanofibers, protein, polyphenols, lipid, and water [7].  The cranefly wing structure 

was successfully replicated with a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) membrane 

reinforced with SU-8 fibers [8]. Although Table 2-1 demonstrates the significant 

difference between insect wings and bat wings, studies on material properties of the 

wings and synthetic replications provided a baseline understanding for the design 

process of polymeric wings.  Insect wings have a stiffness gradient along the wing 

with highest stiffness near the wing root and highest flexibility near the wing tip [9]. 

It is theorized that while rigidity is needed near the wing root to maintain wing 

shape, wing tip flexibility could be a mechanism for flight stability. 
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Bat wings are complex structures under active research for full characterization. 

Unlike the passive insect wings, bat wings contain muscles and tendons that actively 

adapt and control the membrane in flight.  Studies that have been conducted on in-

flight strain, biaxial mechanical properties, and microstructure of bat wing 

membranes have led to a better understanding of the wing membranes [10, 4, 2]. 

Existing studies have shown that bat wing skin is primarily an anisotropic 

membrane with a different stiffness in the chord and span directions, providing a 

higher stiffness chord-wise and higher failure strain along the trailing edge [2]. Due 

to the complex distribution of fibers in bat wing membranes, prediction models 

were developed to account for direction and diameter of multiple fiber types [11]. 

Collagen and elastin fiber bundles are both present in bat wings and impact the 

elastic properties of the wing membrane [2]. 

Bat wing geometry in flight was characterized using a series of marker dots placed 

on a live specimen while cameras captured bat flight in the wind tunnel, allowing for 

point tracking analysis of each location marked on the bat wing [12]. Membrane 

strain was estimated in a similar study measuring in-flight wing membrane elastic 

displacements using digital image correlation (DIC) [13]. Three dimensional 

displacements and strain are calculated from images of a randomly speckled bat 

wing in flight. Strains of 10% and 3% in the span and chord directions respectively 

were measured during this test.  

2.2. Artificial Wing Membranes 

This section covers existing synthetic wing membranes. In micro air vehicle designs, 

membrane extension allows for passively reducing turbulence during flight of the 

MAV through adaptive washout [3]. Membrane response to loading conditions is 

controlled with stiffness, geometry, and pretension of the membrane, coupled with 

the stiffness and geometry of the structural support. Without commercially available 

non-isotropic membranes within the desired low stiffness range and anisotropy 
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index, previous tests implemented silicone and latex membranes available for 

purchase as primary membrane materials. 

Pretension is one method currently employed to tailor membrane characteristics 

without changing the material properties. Applying a residual deflection on the 

membrane while bonding the membrane to its frame creates a pretension on the 

membrane, decreasing the out of plane deflection response to a pressure differential 

across the membrane [14]. Vibration of synthetic wing membranes during flight is 

caused by vortex shedding coupled with the natural vibration modes of the 

membrane and wing structure. Adding pretension or excess length in the membrane 

is one method of adjusting the natural vibration modes of the membrane [15]. 

Silicone membrane pretension can be controlled reliably with thermal expansion on 

a hot plate surface [14]. Silicone is resistant to adhesives and must be treated with a 

surface primer before bonding.  

Tests on latex membranes mounted to a rigid frame have shown the potential for 

estimating aerodynamic loads from sensed strain of an isotropic membrane [16]. 

Pre-strain on the latex membrane was achieved using a stretching apparatus for the 

membrane. Simultaneous measurement of membrane strain and aerodynamic loads 

of latex wing membranes allowed researchers to find correlation between 

membrane strain, lift, and wing-tip vorticity [17]. 

The isotropic materials listed above have showed promising results as synthetic 

wing membranes, but fail to reach the deflection and vibrational characteristics 

measured in bat wing membranes. Composite wings have been created utilizing stiff 

structural members around and within the membrane to tailor the membrane 

properties, but the membrane materials themselves remain unexplored [3]. Utilizing 

composite elastic membranes could potentially allow researchers to tailor the 

membrane characteristics with direction and region, providing further tools for 

optimization of the wing performance  
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Numerical models were combined with experimental investigation of perimeter and 

batten reinforced wings to better understand structural deformations of membrane 

reinforced wings [18, 19]. Further studies of membrane wings used DIC within a 

wind tunnel to study membrane deformation under aeroelastic loads [20].  

2.3. Non-Isotropic membranes 

Although bat scale MAVs have primarily focused on isotropic membranes, non-

isotropic composite wing materials developed for insect-scale MAVs have been 

manufactured with promising results. A composite wing inspired from craneflys, 

utilizing microelectromechanical system MEMS technology was developed with the 

capability of producing membranes thicknesses down to a few microns [8].  As 

opposed to the carbon fiber battens or frames used in other composite MAV wings, 

the veins in the synthetic cranefly wing were designed to match the stiffness of the 

natural wings they mimic.  

The non-isotropic MEMS based wings have a span between 22-36 mm, 

approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the models tested in this 

research. Challenges and successes from the cranefly, such as difficulty matching 

membrane thickness, provided useful insight into the membrane development 

process for this research.   

Smart composite microstructures (SCM) fabrication methods allow researchers to 

build three-dimensional composite structures as opposed to the two dimensional 

MEMS structure [21]. Actuators, sensors, articulations, and rigid structures have 

been manufactured and tested using the SCM fabrication techniques.  Outside the 

area of natural and engineered flight, there are non-isotropic materials that offer 

possible improvements to synthetic wing membranes. Glass fiber reinforced 

silicone, along with cloth reinforced silicone are both sold as bulk materials.   
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3.  Materials and Methods 

3.1 Membrane Manufacturing 

3.1.1 Materials Selection 

Existing membranes comprise of pre-manufactured sheets of silicone or Spandex 

[16] [4]. The novel non-isotropic composite elastic membrane developed in this 

project was manufactured using a two-part platinum cure silicone and continuous 

fibers formed within a specially designed mold. Mold Star 15, a room temperature 

cure silicone rubber from Smooth-On in Figure 3-1 b), was chosen as the matrix 

component. Product characteristics include the lack of a required vacuum degas 

cycle, 50 minute pot life, and two part liquid state before curing (Smooth-On). Select 

silicone rubber formulations require degas time in a vacuum chamber after mixing, 

which reduces the number of voids in the material. Vacuum degas cycles were 

tested with other silicone formulations in early stages of manufacturing. These 

cycles required a significant portion of the silicone’s working time to complete. The 

two-part initial state of the silicone allows for placement orientation of the fibers in 

the mold before the addition of the matrix that flows around the fiber structure 

during the process. Silicone thinner was added to the matrix during the 

manufacturing process to reduce the viscosity of the silicone and promote flow of 

the matrix to all areas of the mold, preventing air pocket formation. Without the 

addition of a silicone thinner, early prototypes of the composite material contained 

voids in the membrane. 

Spandex, or elastane, is a polymeric fiber with a nonlinear stress-strain response 

shown in the results section. Spandex fiber was chosen as a reinforcement due to its 

stiffness of approximately 1 order of magnitude higher than the silicone matrix. 

Spandex fiber sizes are expressed in the unit of Denier, which is defined as the 

weight in grams of 9,000 meters of yarn [22]. The membranes tested in this work 

were manufactured with a 1680 Denier Spandex, which correlates to a calculated 

diameter of 0.44 mm. Small samples were manufactured with a 420 denier Spandex 
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fiber also, which has a smaller diameter, but became impractical to use in larger 

molds with the given fiber ratios. The number of fibers within the sample needed to 

achieve the desired characteristics was not feasible with the manufacturing method.   

Spandex is sold wound on cones as seen in Figure 3-1 a). Difficulties acquiring 

Spandex fiber resulted from demand for spandex fiber being driven by textiles. 

Spandex cloth is readily available in many thicknesses and patterns, but single fiber 

strands are not common.  

 

 
Figure 3-1 a) Spandex fibers on cone b) silicone in two-part containers ready to mix 

 

3.1.2 Composite Manufacturing Technique 

Traditional fiber composite manufacturing methods involve unidirectional or 

multidirectional fibers supported by a matrix material of lower strength and 

stiffness [23]. The composite material, if designed correctly, will be better suited for 

its application than the constituent materials individually.  

The need for a high anisotropy index, coupled with the highly elastic Spandex fibers, 

leads to a unidirectional long-fiber composite material as an ideal choice. 
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Multidirectional fiber reinforcements would reduce the anisotropy index, and 

unidirectional fiber placement is difficult with short fibers. 

Fiber placement can be difficult with unidirectional composites since no cross 

reinforcements are present to hold the fibers. Mold designs and temporary chemical 

bonds between fibers are methods used to maintain fiber orientation and placement 

during layup. Fibers can either be preset within a mold, or wet-out with matrix 

material before placement in the mold. Dry placement in a mold is advantageous for 

the elastic composite membrane since low fiber volume prevents fully wet-out 

fibers prior to placement in the mold.  

3.1.3 Non-Isotropic Membrane Manufacturing Technique 

Figure 3-2 shows the mold used for producing the elastic composite membrane. A 

pocket 3 mm deep, 150 mm wide, and 300 mm long provided the geometric 

constraints of the membrane during manufacturing. Two rows of pins running along 

opposing ends of the mold provided a locating mechanism for Spandex fibers within 

the membrane. As layers of fibers were wound around the mold pins, they were 

separated with spacers specifically designed for a given fiber ratio. The fiber ratio 

was controlled by the spacing of fibers wound around the pins and the number of 

fiber layers added. Since pretension in the fibers could lead to changes in the 

composite properties, care was taken to avoid winding the fibers in the mold with 

pretension.  

Silicone, mixed and combined with thinner according to manufacturer's directions, 

was added to the mold once all fibers were wound to the specifications for each 

given sample. Best results were obtained by adding the silicone repeatedly in small 

quantities while letting air bubbles escape between each addition. The viscosity of 

the silicone allowed for self-leveling of the curing membrane by filling the mold 

cavity to its upper limit, working the surface with a flat scraper or comb until 

reasonably smooth, then letting the upper surface flow flat until completely smooth. 
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This technique requires the sample be untouched from 5-10 minutes before the pot 

life expires until the de-mold time to ensure a smooth surface as in Figure 3-3.  

 

 
Figure 3-2 Mold for non-isotropic elastic membrane 

 

Once the 4 hour de-mold time has been reached for the composite, it was removed 

from the mold and prepared for testing. The preparation method varies based on 

the test conducted. Tensile tests require a dog bone test sample geometry cut while 

static pressure tests require a rectangular sample that will be bonded to the test 

fixture. Silicone's lack of bonding helps with easy removal of the sample from the 

mold without mold release or excessive effort. Surface primers designed for silicone 

rubber were used in the development process to improve adhesion between the 

fiber and matrix. These primers made no noticeable difference in the force required 

to pull a fiber out or the matrix.  
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Figure 3-3 Fibers and silicone in the mold 

 

Since matrix materials were purchased in limited quantities, small initial mold 

dimensions allowed for less waste from early test batches. Manufacturing methods 

were validated on smaller samples before committing fully to developing full sample 

batches with the final mold iterations. 

3.2 Digital Image Correlation 

Elastic deformations during the tensile, static pressure, and wind tunnel tests were 

measured using digital image correlation (DIC). DIC is a method of measuring full-

field deflection and strain through analysis of a randomly speckle pattern applied to 

the measured surface [24] [25]. Two high speed cameras mounted in stereo 

configuration allow three-dimensional characterization of the material once 

properly calibrated. Images of tensile tests and static pressure tests were recorded 

at 1 hz since conditions for both tests are static. Wind tunnel tests were collected at 

100 hz to avoid possible error due to beats from the membrane vibration.  

Membrane preparation involved applying a random speckle pattern using the 

technique of paint distribution shown in Figure 3-4. Aerosol cans spray a coarse 

mist of paint specks when the nozzle is depressed partially. Speckle diameter and 

speckle density are controlled by nozzle depression and time coating the sample 

respectively. 
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Figure 3-4 Speckle application method 

 

Strain values above 10% were calculated using an extensometer feature of the DIC 

software which tracks the distance between two points on the surface. Initial strain 

values from 0-100% calculated using the DIC full field strain varied significantly 

from measurements calculated from the extensometer and calipers which gave 

comparable readings. Since the extensometer feature matched with measurement 

by calipers, as defined by ASTM D412-06a, it was accepted as the most accurate 

method for high strain tests [26].  

3.3 Tensile Testing 

3.3.1 Tensile Tests Setup 

Tensile properties of the non-isotropic membranes were evaluated using the ASTM 

D412-06a testing method for rubber. Dogbone sample shapes according to the test 

standard were cut orthogonal from each full membrane. This allowed isolation 

between the directional tests and possible variance in manufacturing between 

batches. DIC was used instead of the benchmark method listed in the standard to 

provide a more comprehensive set of strain information from the tests. The ability 
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to measure local strains throughout the specimen, without strain gauges or 

extensometers which might alter the results of the test, make DIC an effective tool 

for measuring strain. The fiber and matrix materials were characterized individually 

to validate the inputs of the numerical simulations and provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of their elastic response. The non-isotropic 

membrane was tested using multiple samples cut parallel and perpendicular to the 

fibers. The difference in elastic properties of the two directions was used to 

characterize the anisotropy index of the membrane.  

During testing, the Instron testing machine in Figure 3-5 a), and the DIC system 

were synced to allow correlation between the two data sources. The Instron was 

used to measure the loads on the specimen, while the elastic deformation field was 

captured using the DIC system as seen in Figure 3-5 b). Each material and 

directional combination was tested three times with the results of each set 

averaged.  

 
Figure 3-5 Tensile testing with DIC (a) and DIC image of dogbone (b) 
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3.3.2 Tensile Tests Post Processing 

Data from tensile tests was collected and saved using two different computers due 

to separate installation locations of necessary software packages. Load and 

extension data collected using the Instron software was saved to a .csv file while the 

DIC data was saved to a second computer running VIC 3-D. The output files of both 

computers for all tests were compiled into one spreadsheet for reference by a 

MATLAB program during processing. Since data collected by the Instron and DIC 

cameras was sampled at different rates, a polynomial fit line of the datasets was 

used to correlate the two.  

3.4 Theoretical Prediction Model 

Elastic properties of the composite membranes were predicted using a computer 

program designed to output stiffness properties parallel and transverse to the fiber 

direction as well as the anisotropy index. The nomenclature adopted within this 

model defines E1 as parallel to the fiber direction and E2 transverse to the fiber 

direction. Anisotropy index was calculated using E1 and E2 above in the following 

equation for a given material composition: 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐼𝐼𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐸𝐸1
𝐸𝐸2

      3-1 

Since the constituent materials of the composite membrane are nonlinear, E1, E2, 

and the anisotropy index for the composite are all functions of strain. The prediction 

model, coupled with stress-strain curves measured of the constituent materials as 

inputs, allows for plots of elastic properties relative to strain and fiber ratio.  

The rule of mixtures is applied to the composite membrane to calculate E1 and E2. 

Initially, a Halpin-tsai calculator was used to predict the transverse modulus of the 

composite. As explained later in this document, assumptions for the Halpin-Tsai 

equation were not fully representative and a modification to the equation is shown 

for comparison. Assuming isotropic constituent materials, the rule of mixtures 

states: 
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𝐸𝐸1 = 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 + 𝑉𝑉𝑚𝑚 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚        3-2 

Where: E1 is the elastic modulus of the composite parallel to the fiber direction, Vf is 

the fiber volume fraction, Ef is the elastic modulus of the fiber, Vm is the matrix 

volume fraction, and Em is the elastic modulus of the matrix. Since Ef and Em are 

nonlinear, they are defined at a given point on the stress-strain curve to be: 

𝐸𝐸(𝐴𝐴) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝜀𝜀)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

         3-3 

Where i represents a given point on the curve.  E2 is calculated using the Halpin-Tsai 

approach for long fiber composites [27]. Rule of mixtures does not apply to 

transverse directions which are matrix dominated due to non-uniform stress states 

caused by transverse loading conditions.  

𝐸𝐸2 = 𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚
�1+𝜉𝜉𝜉𝜉𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓�
1−𝜉𝜉𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓

        3-4 

where 

𝜂𝜂 = 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓−𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓+𝜉𝜉𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚

         3-5 

𝜉𝜉 is a curve-fitting parameter assumed to be 2 for this material since it is not a high 

fiber ratio [27]. Spandex fibers are assumed to be isotropic since measurement of 

transverse modulus from 0-100% strain in tension is impractical with the test 

facilities available; therefore Ef is used in place of E2f.  The assumption made in this 

calculation that fiber-matrix interfacial bonds are perfectly effective is inaccurate 

for this model and causes some error in the data. Section 4.1 explains the material 

characteristics of the membrane causing inconsistencies with this theory.   
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3.5 Static Pressure Testing 

3.5.1 Static Pressure Setup 

Membrane response to static pressure differential was tested with the membrane 

stretched over the sealed frame in Figure 3-6, creating a pressure chamber [16]. The 

chamber is inflated to a specified pressure while 3-D DIC is used to measure the 

displacement the membrane under a pressure load using images such as Figure 3-8. 

Static pressure tests allow researchers to better understand the behavior of the 

membrane under load while reinforced at its perimeter. An isotropic silicone 

membrane was tested with the composite membranes as a reference representing 

existing membrane technology. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Static pressure test fixture 

 

The glow of the membrane in Figure 3-6 is a result of the backlighting used to 

improve the lighting of the DIC system. Glare coming from areas of interest on the 

Backlights 
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test specimen causes point dropout of the DIC analysis that is not readable. 

Backlighting the membrane creates a softer light with less unreadable areas.  

Figure 3-7 shows the pressure system used to create the pressure differential across 

the membrane. A pressure vessel is connected to the static pressure test fixture on 

opposite ends of a pressure regulator, butterfly valve, and exhaust port. The middle 

items allow for precise, and constant control of the membrane pressure, while a 

water column pressure gauge is attached to the termination of the system to 

provide a measurement of the pressure differential across the membrane. The 

pressure gauge and upper face of the membrane are both exposed to atmospheric 

pressure. 

 
Figure 3-7 Pressure system for static pressure test 

 

Cameras in Figure 3-8 a) are mounted opposite all active work on the membrane to 

reduce possible disruption of the camera calibration. If cameras are moved even 

slightly, a new calibration sequence is collected to ensure data validity.  
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Figure 3-8 a) Imaging setup for static pressure tests b) DIC Image of membrane 

 

3.5.2 Static Pressure Post Processing 

Input pressure and membrane geometry was recorded for each DIC test. VIC 3-D 

was used for initial processing of the deflection information. A matrix of deflection 

information exported from VIC and imported into MATLAB was used to develop 

plots of the static pressure results.  

 

3.6 Wind Tunnel Testing 

3.6.1 Wind tunnel tests setup 

The wind tunnel model consists of a semi-rigid frame bonded to an elastic 

membrane and mounted to a 6 axis load cell. Three frame components pin together 

to secure the membrane when assembled. A socket on the model fits over the load 

cell and attaches to the upper and lower frame halves with a single reinforcement 

beam connecting the leading and trailing edges for structural stability. A silicone 
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RTV adhesive bonds the two frame halves to the upper and lower faces of the 

membrane test sample. 

Each membrane must first be placed speckled side up and bonded to the upper 

frame half using RTV silicone adhesive. Once the silicone has cured for over one 

hour, it is flipped with the membrane sitting on a spacer the thickness of the frame. 

This spacer prevents sag as the lower frame half is bonded onto the membrane. 

Once 12 hours has passed to allow sufficient cure of the adhesive, the socket can be 

secured to the frame as seen in Figure 3-9. Zero pretension or slack was used during 

these wind tunnel tests to remove one possible source of variation within the test 

setup.  

 

 
Figure 3-9 Wind tunnel model 

 

A membrane model mounted and ready for testing is seen in Figure 3-10. A 6 axis 

load cell located just aft of the model collects load data throughout the tests. Pitch 

control of the model is achieved through the black movable armature pictured 

which is driven through a direct link through the wind tunnel wall by a stepper 

motor.  
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High speed cameras for DIC are mounted above the model on the wind tunnel 

capture images through optical grade windows on the ceiling to avoid disturbing the 

airflow. Load data and DIC images are captured using separate computer systems 

linked through a single trigger cable to sync image capture. The load capturing 

computer system is also capable running static and dynamic angle of attack sweeps, 

as well as velocity sweeps during data collection. This automated platform reduces 

time spent running the system during data collection and reduces possibility of 

human error or variation.  

 

 
Figure 3-10 Wind tunnel test facility 

 

 

3.6.2 Wind tunnel tests post processing 

Initial processing of wind tunnel load data was conducted within the program used 

to control and acquire sensor information at the facility. Loads are collected in 

reference to the moment center of the load cell and converted to reflect the axis 

system of the model. Conversion from model axis to the wind axis, then allows for 

calculation of lift and drag coefficients.  
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Lift and drag coefficient plots with respect to angle of attack were generated using 

python scripts that calculate error bars using standard deviation.  Isotropic and 

composite membrane test articles are plotted together to allow comparison of 

aerodynamic coefficients of the two materials. 

 DIC images collected during wind tunnel tests require increased processing 

compared to DIC for the tensile or static pressure tests. Coordinate transformation 

of DIC images for wind tunnel tests involves tracking the rigid frame of the wing 

model and establishing a coordinate system relative to the frame at each angle of 

attack. Defining the coordinate system by the rigid body motion of the model 

isolates the membrane deflection from changes in angle of attack during the test. 

Strain is independent of the rigid body motion, but displacement calculations of the 

membrane rely on a correct transformation.  
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Manufacturing 

4.1.1 Fiber Ratio 

Ability to control Spandex fiber content and direction was a key parameter for 

developing the membrane manufacturing method, which produced challenges due 

to its low modulus compared to traditional fiber composites. As the fiber ratio 

increased, the increased proximity of fibers caused higher occurrences of fibers 

crossing or tangling. Figure 4-1 a) and b) are cross sectional images with 2.5 

magnification of the two and three ply membranes respectively. Fibers in the two 

ply membrane with a fiber volume of 8% form an ordered array while the three ply 

membrane with a 13% fiber volume is disorganized with a large variance in fiber 

spacing. 

Fibers in the composite membrane tested were marketed as 1680 denier which 

corresponds to a 0.44 mm fiber diameter using a density of 1.2 g/cc for Spandex. 

This calculated value matched well with measured diameters throughout the cone of 

fiber. Due to the small diameter and elasticity of the fiber, accurate measurements of 

the 0.44 mm fiber diameter were difficult to obtain so a study of the variation in 

fiber diameter on the cone was impractical. Fibers available from the source used 

range from 420 denier to 1680 denier. The large diameter fiber was chosen to 

increase the maximum stiffness ratio possible with the 200 fiber per ply mold used 

for testing. Membrane thickness was limited to a minimum thickness of 1 mm for a 

single ply membrane.  Pins used to constrain fibers in the mold measured 0.9 mm 

diameter, restricting the fiber ratio. The distance between every other fiber is 

estimated by the following equation: 

2𝑅𝑅 = 𝐴𝐴 + 2𝐴𝐴         4-1 
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Where R is ½ the distance between fiber centers, s is the pin diameter, and r is the 

radius of the fiber. 2R for the mold used is 1.3 which matches the fiber spacing seen 

in Figure 4-1 a) and b).  

While carbon fiber reinforced polymers have a typical modulus of 150 GPa, Spandex 

used in this work has a modulus of 2.1 at 100% strain. The highly elastic fibers 

correlate to a .20 N force causing a 70% engineering strain with the .44 mm fiber 

diameter used. Care was taken to avoid residual strain on the fibers during 

manufacturing, but inconsistencies were likely induced while balancing between 

unwanted pretension and slack with such a sensitive fiber. Slack or pretension could 

cause inconsistencies in the global elastic properties of the material.  

 

 

Figure 4-1 Cross section of a) two ply and b) three ply with no deflection 

 

Initial theoretical models modeled a perfect interfacial bond between the fiber and 

matrix as per classic micromechanics theories of composites. Since silicone is 

difficult to bond, this assumption was not accurate but it was adopted as an initial 

guess to start the iteration process. Experimental data introduced later in this 

chapter shows evidence suggesting the lack of a bond on the interfacial surface. 

Developing a technique for manufacturing that develops such an interfacial bond 
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would be beneficial for increasing the transverse elastic modulus of the membrane. 

Silicone primer is used to prepare surfaces for bonding with silicone. SS4179 primer 

for silicone rubber from Momentive Performance Materials caused rapid shrinking 

of the fibers upon contact with the Spandex fibers in this test. This primer also did 

not noticeably improve the bond between the Spandex and silicone.  

While under the microscope, the two and three ply membranes were loaded in-

plane of the membrane and transverse to the fiber direction to approximately a 20% 

strain and photographed at 2.5X magnification.  Figure 4-2 a) and b) show the result 

of strain on the two and three ply membranes respectively. These images 

demonstrate the non-uniform shape of the fiber-matrix interface which could 

explain the deviation from theoretical values derived from the assumption of a 

perfect interfacial bond. An uneven fiber shape could result in a bridging effect on 

the fiber-matrix interface during tension as rough edges catch each other, 

preventing separation. Under load, a wide variation in the distance between fibers is 

seen from 0.12 mm in the upper left corner and 0.47 mm in the lower right corner.  

 

 

Figure 4-2 Cross section of a) two ply and b) three ply with deflection 

 

Loading Direction 
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One membrane was produced at a 30% fiber ratio using the same techniques as the 

final test specimens. With the specified manufacturing technique, the silicone-

Spandex membrane does not retain its global properties at such high fiber ratios. 

The transverse strength of the composite was not sufficient to retain membrane 

shape even when demolding the membrane.  

4.1.2 Manufacturing Methods 

Closed molds were initially used to maintain dimensional tolerances and produce a 

flat top surface. Air bubbles .formed in the matrix between the upper mold surface 

and the Spandex caused manufacturing difficulties that eventually led to the use of 

an open mold design. Multiple methods of removing the bubbles were tested 

including changing the mold closing sequence, vacuum degassing, and venting the 

top mold half. Each of these changes resulted in surface bubbles of various sizes as 

in Figure 4-3. Open molds without a top mold surface produced membranes with far 

lower bubble formation on the upper membrane surface. Geometric dimension 

control suffered as a result of the removal of the upper mold surface since the 

membrane was no longer bound by all sides. During manufacturing of final test 

samples, a thinner designed for silicone and sold by Smooth-On was added to the 

silicone matrix decreasing the mixed viscosity of the silicone and promoting matrix 

flow through the fibers.  

 

 

Figure 4-3 Air bubbles in early test articles  
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Each iteration of molds developed for membrane sample manufacturing improved 

upon the last design to create a suitable manufacturing technique.  Use of a frame 

between two flat plates was the first mold design to be tested and dismissed as a 

viable option. Although the frame design was a simple approach that worked well as 

a silicone mold, it failed to provide a sufficient method for locating fibers throughout 

the composite membrane. Once manufacturing development transferred from initial 

silicone membranes to silicone-Spandex composite membranes. The plate/frame 

method became impractical.  

The recessed mold design shown in Figure 3-2, with pins for fiber locating, emerged 

as the logical choice for ease of manufacturing and membrane quality. Staggered pin 

rows allowed for easy placement of dry fibers and a discrete method of controlling 

fiber ratios. Unique spacers were created for each fiber ratio to set the proper ply 

spacing needed to achieve a uniform membrane thickness independent of fiber 

ratio. Time to manufacture a single membrane with the final mold averaged 

approximately 2 hours which was sufficient for limited test quantities but would be 

slower than desired for larger production needs.  

Once membranes showed sufficient quality and consistency for testing, changes to 

the manufacturing process were halted. Uniform manufacturing parameters 

throughout tensile, static pressure, and wind tunnel tests were maintained to 

reduce the possibility of introducing unknown variables between tests. 

Manufacturing parameters which could be altered in future research to improve 

upon the current design will be listed later. 

4.2  Tensile Testing 

This section presents tensile tests conducted on dogbone samples of the elastic 

composite, and its constituent materials. Using an Instron E1000 test machine and 

three-dimensional DIC for collecting specimen elastic deformation to produce the 

strain values for experimental results, while theoretical predictions were produced 

with the model described in section 3.3.2. A theoretical model of anisotropy index as 
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a function of fiber ratio at 10% strain is shown in Figure 4-4. The relationship 

between anisotropy index and fiber volume is relative to strain since E1 and E2 are 

both functions of strain for nonlinear constituent materials. Since existing stress-

strain curves for spandex and silicone from 0-100% strain were not available, 

results from tensile tests of the matrix and fiber were used to refine model inputs 

once available. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Estimated relationship between fiber ratio and anisotropy index at 10% 
strain 

 

Constituent materials of the elastic composite were tested individually to 

characterize their elastic tensile properties. Results of tensile tests for Spandex, 

silicone, and a two-ply elastic composite membrane are displayed in Figure 4-5. The 

Spandex curve maintains a higher stress than both silicone and composite material 

in either orientation throughout the range of 0-100 % strain, as expected. The 

relationship between transverse composite and matrix control sample elastic tensile 

varies from typical composite stress strain curves plotted with constituent behavior. 
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Typically the transverse composite sample will result in a higher stress than the 

matrix control for a given strain; however the curves for transverse and silicone 

samples are closer than the confidence intervals for the data.  

 

 

Figure 4-5 Experimental stress vs. strain for constituent and three ply composite 
materials 0-100% strain in 1 and 2 directions 

  

Variation between this composite membrane and the typical composite material is 

attributed to the separation of fiber and matrix during strain as seen through the 

magnified image in Figure 4-1 a). Lack of interfacial bond between the fiber and 

matrix prevents fibers from complete load transfer with the matrix under 

transverse tensile loading. Inconsistencies between experimental results and 

prediction models can be attributed to possible issues with interfacial bonds, as well 

as the assumption that fibers have zero pretension during membrane 

manufacturing. Figure 4-6 a) and b) display the change in anisotropy index relative 

to deflection for two and three ply composite membranes. Predictive models of 

stiffness have a more gradual slope for both 7 % and 11 % fiber ratios than 

experimental results. 
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Figure 4-6 a) and b) Estimated and experimental elastic modulus for 8% and 11% 
fiber volume respectively 

 

Figure 4-7 shows tensile tests within the range of 0-10% strain for higher resolution 

within the strains expected in membrane wing operations. Best fit approximations 

for the region are shown for interpolation of stress at low strains. Increased 

sampling density within this region would benefit the understanding of the 

membrane elastic properties at low strain values. 

 

 

Figure 4-7 Stress vs. strain for constituent and three ply composite materials in 0ᵒ and 
90ᵒ directions from 0-10% strain 
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One question in the development of a manufacturing process for elastic composite 

membranes was repeatability of batch quality. During tensile testing, two batches 

with matching fiber ratios were compared. Figure 4-8 shows the comparison in 

stress-strain curves for the two batches. More batches would need to be tested to 

draw any statistically significant conclusions, however with four samples tested in 

each batch, the comparison between two of the batches shows similar curves at low 

strain values. 

 

  
Figure 4-8 Sample variation between composite membrane batches 

 

4.3 Static Pressure Testing 

Static pressure tests create a controlled pressure distribution across the membrane 

in a static environment. The deflection data gathered in static pressure tests is an 

elastic response to a pressure differential, which is used to develop and validate 

numerical simulations. Figure 4-9 shows the static pressure fixture with a deformed, 

speckled membrane. The membrane was bonded and lightly clamped in this fixture 

for static pressure tests.  Tight clamping of the membrane resulted in slack within 

the test area due to Poisson’s effect as the membrane deformed due to clamping 
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force, therefore a combination of bonding and light clamping force was applied. 

Installation of the sample involved tightening the upper plate using screws until 

contact with the membrane coupled with bonding the membrane using a silicone 

RTV sealant. This combination allowed the membrane to seal during low pressures 

while avoiding errors in the data due to slack. Membranes were tested up to 3 kPa 

after 250 Pa and 500 Pa tests were conducted, however the DIC images on the high 

pressure tests produced lower quality correlation data. Expected deflections during 

aerodynamic loading were below the 500 Pa static pressure test deflection, 

rendering tests at higher pressures unnecessary for model development.  

 

 

Figure 4-9 Deflection due to static pressure distribution across membrane 

 

Volume under the deformed membranes provides a means of comparison between 

global membrane response to a pressure distribution. Plotting volume as a function 

of pressure differential across the membrane and fiber ratio, displays two expected 

trends with the membranes. Displaced volume is directly proportional to pressure 

differential and indirectly proportional to fiber ratio for composite membranes 

tested. As pressure across the membrane rises, the force over an unchanging area 

increases, causing a larger deflection. Comparing a higher fiber ratio with identical 
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pressure, the strain from unchanging force will decrease since longitudinal stiffness 

increases with fiber ratio. Volume calculations were compared to a spherical cap of 

similar dimensions for validation.   

 

Figure 4-10 Volume plot of membranes 

  

Similar to volume plots, section plots showing out of plane deflection provide 

information regarding the membrane deflection under load. While volume plots 

indicate the averaged deflection summed over the surface of the membrane, section 

plots of cut planes parallel and transverse to the fiber direction offer a comparison 

between directions. Out of plane deflection for the isotropic silicone and three ply 

composite membrane is compared on Figure 4-11. Section cuts parallel and 

transverse to the three ply fiber direction of each show similar curves for both the 

isotropic and non-isotropic membranes. Differences between the two directions in 

the three ply composite membrane are expected to show a different section profile.  
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Figure 4-11 Section plot of out of plane deflection for three ply composite and silicone 
membrane 

Section profiles of out of plane deflection for the two ply composite in Figure 4-12 

vary with section direction as expected for a non-isotropic composite. The 19% 

difference between maximum values of the two composite membranes is identical 

to the difference between maximum deflection value of the three ply membrane and 

the isotropic silicone membrane in Figure 4-11.  

 

 
Figure 4-12 Section plot of out of plane deflection for two ply and three ply composite 
membranes 
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In plane deformation plots of the membrane in Figure 4-13 a) and b) displacement 

is plotted parallel (1) and transverse (2) to fiber direction. Both plots show the 

membrane deflecting away from the centerpoint for all fiber ratios.   

The deflection magnitude of the three-ply membrane is lower on average over both 

conditions than the two ply and isotropic membrane. The inverse relationship of the 

two plots is a function of the axis direction definition. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-13 a) In plane deformation of membranes parallel to fiber direction and b) 
transverse to fiber direction at 500 Pa  
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Strain values ε1 and ε2 listed are principal strain values. Section plots of strain 
transverse to fibers in Figure 4-14 show strain values are highest near the center of 
the membrane for ε2 where deflection is highest. ε1 values peak slightly offset from 
the center of the membrane. This difference can be attributed to the different 
deflection curves of the membrane parallel and transverse to the fiber direction. ε1 
strain is higher in all three configurations displayed. 

 

 
Figure 4-14 a) and b) Principal strain values ε1 and ε2 at 500 Pa 

  

Contour plots of ε1 and ε2 in Figure 4-15 for all membranes clearly show areas of 

lower strain in the four corners of the fixture near the clamping screw locations. 

Strain information on the membrane at fixture corners will be artificially low due to 

this issue. Principal strains ε1 and ε2 are consistent across the three membranes 

tested, with variation between strain directions but no definitive difference in shape 

of strain fields between the three membranes shown. 
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   Figure 4-15 Contour plots of static pressure tests with 1% strain contour step 

 

4.4 Wind Tunnel Testing 

Aerodynamic coefficients and membrane strain values collected from wind tunnel 

testing are displayed in this section. Two composite membranes with fiber ratios of 

7%and 11% were manufactured and tested in the wind tunnel at Oregon State 

University. One isotropic silicone membrane was tested as a reference representing 

existing materials. A selection of the wind tunnel results is presented in this section. 

Further processing of the wind tunnel tests is currently in progress and will be 

presented in future work.  

Large deviations of the membrane deflection and aerodynamic coefficients were 

seen at low and high angles of attack (AoA) in Figure 4-16. Deviations at low angles 

of attack can be attributed to an unstable membrane shape as the membrane 

switched between a negative and positive camber. The instability of the membrane 

at high AoA is within the expected stall region of the membrane which accounts for 

noise in the coefficient data.  
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Figure 4-16 CL vs AoA for isotropic and composite membrane 

 

The 11% fiber ratio composite membrane maintains a consistently lower lift and 

drag coefficient than the isotropic membrane with the exception of one outlier in the 

unstable region. This is expected due to the deflection results seen in static pressure 

tests where the 11% fiber ratio membrane maintained a lower deflection for a given 

pressure. Lower camber of the membrane with the deflections seen in these results 

would cause a lower coefficient of lift.  

Results of lift and drag show low error within the 6 to 14 degree AoA region. This 

region was the focus of DIC analysis since vibrational characteristics of the 

membrane were not examined and could cause errors in the analysis unless 

properly explored.  
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Figure 4-17 CD vs AoA for isotropic and composite membrane 

 

Full field strain plots of principal strain ε1 for the isotropic and 11% fiber ratio 

composite are shown in Figure 4-18. A field of unit vectors indicating the major 

principal strain direction are indicated in each image. Similar to results of static 

pressure tests, strain values are lower for the 11% fiber ratio composite membrane 

than the isotropic membrane. 

The corners have the lowest strain regions in both membranes shown, while the 

center section along the leading and trailing edges have the highest strain. The 

major axis of principal strain is orientated perpendicular to the nearest edge at any 

given location within the model and remains parallel to the wind direction at the 

center of the model. Wind direction is horizontal in reference to Figure 4-18. 
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Figure 4-18 Full field strain of wind tunnel models 
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions 

This project sought to develop a non-isotropic elastic membrane for micro air 

vehicle wings. Through an iterative prototyping process, a manufacturing method 

capable of reliably producing reinforced pliant wing membranes exhibiting non-

isotropic characteristics was established and validated. The membrane is not fully 

developed for implementation into operational MAV platforms, but is refined to a 

level sufficient for testing on prototypes wings and aircraft flight. Expectations that 

membrane wing elastic response could be passively controlled by adopting a 

composite pliant wing design were validated through manufacturing process 

developments, tensile tests, static pressure tests, and wind tunnel tests. With 

targeted improvements in the material and modeling, the composite membrane 

material would be fully ready to implement into future MAV platforms.  

Silicone matrix with Spandex fiber reinforcement provided desirable stiffness 

properties as constituent materials, however the interfacial bond along the fiber 

surface of the composite needs improvement. Use of pins to wind dry fibers during 

manufacturing allowed for quick placement of the fibers, but offered limited 

possible fiber ratios and presented fiber overlap at high fiber ratios.  Smaller fibers 

could improve uniformity of the membrane and allow for manufacturing of thinner 

membranes, although maximum fiber ratio with the existing mold is lower than 

desired using smaller fibers. 

Tensile tests of the membrane with load parallel and transverse to the fibers 

validated a theoretical prediction approximation model for the nonlinear elastic 

characteristics of the membrane.  Membrane elastic modulus, along the fiber 

direction, correlates well with initial predictions, however uncertainties in the fiber-

matrix interface bonding accounted for the low level fidelity of the model for 

transverse tensile loading predictions. 
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Membrane response to static pressure differential loads varied with fiber ratio of 

the composite membrane, as expected. Static pressure tests showed similar out of 

plane deflection between the silicone control membrane and two-ply composite 

membrane while the three-ply composite membrane deformed significantly less. In-

plane strain of the high fiber ratio membrane was lower than the silicone control 

membrane and low fiber ratio composite membrane under static pressure load. 

Correlations between increased fiber ratio and decreased deflection are promising 

for camber control and wingspan deflection for prototype wings. 

Aerodynamic coefficients can be varied with through the addition of fibers in a 

silicone membrane. Further tests should be done to better understand the possible 

correlations between fiber ratio and aerodynamic properties. Neither the isotropic 

or composite membranes tested in the wind tunnel were designed to be optimized 

for a specific parameter, although the lower lift and drag coefficients seen were 

expected as discussed above.  

5.2 Future Work 

This project developed formulation and manufacturing process resulting in a 

membrane material for a novel generation of MAVs wings. Future design of an 

optimized wing membrane will rely on further study of the aerodynamic effects of 

anisotropy index. Optimization of fiber ratio and adjustments to the manufacturing 

process would be necessary to bring an effective non-isotropic MAV wing to fruition.  

Cost of tooling manufacturing were primary drivers in the mold design. Future 

manufacturing improvements should explore improved mold designs with 

capability of obtaining higher fiber ratio, shorter distance between fibers, and 

variable fiber ratio within the membrane. Fiber interface issues previously 

discussed must be addressed as well. A solution to the insufficient interfacial bond 

between fiber and matrix would increase E2 for the membrane. Methods such as 3-

D printing the membrane using elastomers could also be explored.  
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Testing of the composite membranes focused on a strain range from 0 to 100% to 

characterize the material over a wide range of potential applications. Future testing 

of the membrane for MAVs should focus on a lower strain range (0 to 10%) as 

experienced in wind tunnel tests for better understanding of the lower strain region.  

Pretension is a commonly tested parameter for tuning current membrane wings 

response that was held constant for the current research to isolate the effects of 

composite materials. Future tests could explore the effects of fiber pretension 

within the composite as well as full membrane pretension. Exploration of tailoring 

composite membranes for modal characteristics tuning is another field of potential 

research.  

Further analysis of wind tunnel tests of the membrane at various fiber ratios and 

pretensions could reveal effects of these parameters on membrane modal 

parameters and overall characteristics. Processing of wind tunnel results is 

underway and will reveal membrane response to aerodynamic loads for various 

fiber ratios.    
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